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INTRO
Started as a discipline in the
1950s by Alan Turing, over the
years Artificial Intelligence (AI) has
gone through highs and lows, with
periods of progress followed by
periods of stasis. Big hopes, often
accompanied by equally big fears,
appeared on screen and in science
fiction, in fantastic tales not always
so far from reality.
Today, Artificial Intelligence has
become a part of our lives: it’s in
our cell phones, on our computers,
in biomedical imaging scans and
natural language recognition—a
success that would have been
unimaginable just a few years ago.
What happened in those years?
How did we get here? And most
importantly, what’s next?
Once again, between fear and hope,
the path of Artificial Intelligence has
come to a crux. These are complex,
crucial subjects for science and all
of society.
Just the thing for Comics & Science,
with the invaluable support of
the AIxIA – Italian Association for
Artificial Intelligence.
In this story, written by Diego Cajelli
and drawn by Andrea Scoppetta,
expectations and articulations give
form to N3well’s tale.
N3well is a machine.
Among other things.
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Mornin’, Dr.
Anderson…

How’s it going,
Steve?

Not bad.

Hi Clara, is he
already here?

Yes, he’s
waiting in
your office…
Great.

Sorry
to be late,
N3well!

it was just five
minutes, Doctor,
no problem.

How’s
it going
today?
Wait.
I know what
this is.

We’re
exchanging
pleasantries,
right?

Correct.

Okay. That means
conventional greetings, a
way of acknowledging someone
where the reply is of little
importance. But you’re also my
psychologist.

Are you asking me
how I’m doing just
because, or is it part
of the session?

Both, N3well. As
you know, we humans
have fairly variable
parameters of
communication…

That’s true, Dr. I notice your
linguistic variations and different
nuances of meaning depending on
tone, but I still have a hard time
understanding…

Humor, for
example…

What’s the
hardest thing
for you?

Oh, humor is very
tricky. Some humans
can’t even use or
understand it.

The only
jokes I can
think of are
crass.

I’m so happy today.
Yesterday I did a
puzzle and it only
took me twenty
minutes, even though
the box said three to
five years…

Was that a joke?

Correct.

Don’t overdo it. It wasn’t a very
good joke, so if you laugh too
much it seems like you’re mocking
the person who told it.

I’m
sorry.

Do you often
think about the
presentation?

I created a
subroutine in my
memory program. I
constantly analyze
the data from
that experience,
trying to change
the outcome
and imagining
every possible
scenario…

So the answer is yes. Psychologists call this
“rumination.” In the long term it can have negative
repercussions on your emotional state.

I know, but honestly… if you
were in my place, would you be able
not to think about it?

The time has come to
bring on stage Ytera’s
last fantastic product!

I know this is why you’re
here! Well, the wait is over.
We’re pleased to present to you
the most sophisticated, evolved
artificial intelligence of all time, a
true jewel, direct from the Ytera
research labs!

I give you…
N3well!

N3well passed the Turing
test with flying colors, and
he perfectly executes the
foundational pillars of an
intelligent agent: perceive,
learn, deduce, reason, decide,
and act!

His task is to be a concrete
help for all of humanity, with
full respect to the three laws
of robotics!

Yes, here!

And now, if you have
questions…

I have a
question!

How can a pricey toy
like that be a help to
humanity? What will it
do? Find a cure for rare
diseases?

Is everything you see
and hear recorded?
How do you guarantee
our privacy?
How would you
behave in a war?

Well, I’d think so, if
I were employed at a
hospital or medical
research institute.

What are your
applications in the
social field?

Jeremiah Brandreth,
President of Veritas.
As you know, our
association has always
been very skeptical
regarding the mass use
of artificial intelligence.
I wonder, we wonder…

How many jobs will
be lost when you and
your ilk, which are sure
to follow, aren’t just
sideshow attractions
but part of our daily
life?

N3well had a panic
attack the day of his
presentation…

Needless to
say our stock
plummeted…

We want N3well to undergo
psychotherapeutic treatment before
another presentation with the media…
You can treat him like a human patient.
There’s no difference.

it was an absolute disaster,
Dr. Anderson. We need your
help. We have to figure out
what triggered the crisis and
fix the problem.

All right. Monday at 3
p.m., my office.

I imagine you remember more
than just that incident…

Yes, I have
many others.
We’ve talked
about them.

it’s quite hard
to verbalize,
Doctor… May I
try to draw it
for you?

What’s the most
distant memory
you can think of?

What you see is what N3well called his most distant memory…
I’ve done some research, and it’s part of an algorithm developed
in 1959 to find solutions to tic-tac-toe…

What does
it mean?

I think N3well's memory
somehow contains all the
steps that led to him
becoming what
he is now...

it’s as if he has
retained some sort of
species memory, like
human beings do. Our
brains still retain a tiny
part of reptile brain…

We can’t keep him in
therapy for years, Doctor!
We’ve got to resolve the
issue, and fast!

interesting… But
how does the panic
attack fit in?

if N3well were a human
being, I’d say that the
anxiety and panic attacks
he suffers are primarily
due to the very high
expectations placed on
him…

What do you have in
mind, Dr. Anderson?

Well… there might be
one thing that could help
N3well, but I’ll need your
permission…

A trip.

This opportunity is
too good to miss!
Finally the big toy will
be outside the Ytera
building!

Are you nuts, Ludlam? We can’t
act directly as Veritas… What,
do you want to turn us all into
killers? Or worse, turn the
robot into a martyr?

According to our
informant, they’re leaving
tomorrow… And we know
exactly where they’re
going! They’ll be alone.

All this talk about labels!
What do you think labels
will matter once those damn
contraptions have replaced
us and everyone will be out
of a job?

Mellor is right, and you
know it too, Brandreth!

Mellor and I will go. We’ll do
what has to be done—defending
the dignity and labor of us human
beings.

You stay in the limelight and
handle the politics, Brandreth.
We’ll see to the dirty work… you
won’t be involved in any way!

The first time I met you,
Dr. Anderson, I was really
surprised my creators had sent me
to a human psychotherapist. But
over these past few months I’ve
realized why…
Why is that?

An artificial psychologist
never would have come up with
a trip as part of therapy… And
only a human would keep the final
destination a secret…

I told you, it’s a surprise.

We have to head
north!

Then this is
the right
way.

No, I have an integrated
compass in my navigation
system. But if you prefer I
can orient myself according
to the moss on the tree
trunks!

Are you
following
the sun?

Hey, your sense of humor
is improving!
If you
say so…

Follow ‘em!

Will we be walking for
long? I’m asking for
you, you’ll need to save
some energy for the way
back…

Many humans consider it
a real experience that
everyone should have…

We’re staying
overnight,
N3well. We’re
going to do
something called
“camping”…

You’ll see, you’ll
like spending
the night in the
woods!

in fact, some people choose to live
specifically in these remote areas…

For what?

“I went to the woods
because I wished to live
deliberately, to front only
the essential facts of life…”
said a great writer.

This is
it, my
friend…

Time to set up camp.
Find some logs for
the fire, I’ll pitch
the tent.

Can you tell me what
we’re doing here? I don’t
think it’s a test of my
ability to adapt in a noncontrolled environment…

it’s a journey… According to a popular narrative theory, every hero
must undertake a journey to discover who
they are and solve their
greatest predicaments.

No, it’s
not…

What if I told you that
under the circumstances
what happened to you at your
presentation was the most
human reaction you
could’ve had?

I don't think of
myself as a hero...

It wasn’t in my
protocol…

What are you saying,
Dr. Anderson?

Then
what is
it?

Exactly.

That memory, that drawing
you made… it’s an algorithm
that has been around for
decades, a code from one of the
early experiments on artificial
intelligence…

Zero: A robot cannot cause harm to humanity, nor can they allow
humanity to be harmed by failure to act.

One: A robot cannot cause harm to a human being nor can they allow
a human being to be harmed by their failure to act, provided it not
violate law zero.

Two: A robot must obey all orders from human beings,
provided these orders not contravene laws zero or one.

Three: A robot must defend its own existence, provided
this self-defense not violate laws zero, one, or two.

A guy goes to get a coffee from a
vending machine…

Huh?
He inserts the coin,
presses the button, the
coffee comes out and
he sets it on a ledge.
He takes another coin,
presses the button again,
takes another coffee and
sets that one down too…

And then one more time… another coin, another
coffee he puts aside, and again and again, until a
line has started to form…

What are you
waiting for? Scrap
that junker!

Finally, someone in the
line says, “Hey, are you done?
it’s our turn!”

And the guy at the machine
replies, “No way, pal. As long
as I keep winning, I’ll keep
playing!”

Don’t let ‘em get
away!
Over
here!

Run!

I am!

This way!

They’ll find us…
and they’re armed!
What do we do?!

Something
that doesn’t
cause them
permanent
damage.

They went
through
here.

They can’t
be far!

We have to call the
police!

I called while I was
telling the joke… was
that a good ploy to
gain time?

Excellent.
You sure they’ll come
through here?
They’ll follow our
trail… it’s the
most logical plan,
even for dopes like
those two…

COME OUT! THERE’S NO ESCAPE!

When did you learn to
make traps?

Just now. I downloaded a
tutorial: “Advanced Survival
Course, lesson 2.” it was very
good.

I see.

That’ll keep them until
the police get here.

There are lights over
there…

I meant to get there
tomorrow morning… but
we might as well go now.

What is this
place?

reticente, va alla deriva tra sogno e
realtà e ne esce arricchito, più saggio
e istruito. Questa sembra la struttura
più efficace quando un autore vuole
‘insegnare’ qualcosa al lettore, senza
risultare arrogante o paternalistico"

Veronica
Turner lives here…
Professor Veronica
Turner.

Before withdrawing
from scientific life, she
was a pioneer in artificial
intelligence. That algorithm
that you showed me… she
helped develop it.

it wasn’t easy to find her, but eventually I
tracked her down. I think it’s important for you
Ancheto
perché
un in
"comune
meet introdurre
her, because
a way…

mortale" al complesso mondo della
mente umana non è certo una missione
facile. Anzi. A un profano, solo leggere
i titoli dei cinque capitoli in cui è
suddiviso il volume - morfologia,
farmacologia, elettrofiosiologia,
plasticità e sincronicità -, fa venire
il malditesta. Insomma, parlare di
cellule granulari, dentriti e assoni in
un fumetto, sembra una mossa un po’
azzardata:
È vero ma una volta cominciata la
scrittura di Neurocomic mi è sembrata
un’idea
quasi ovvia
Le neuroscienze sono un campo ancora
relativamente inesplorato ma molto
affascinante, che negli ultimi anni sta
richiamando sempre più attenzione.
Allo stesso modo il fumetto è un’arte
giovane, che solo negli ultimi 20-30
anni ha cominciato a trattare temi più
complessi, ma rimane comunque molto
popolare e di facile lettura", spiega
Matteo che ha realizzato il libro insieme

a un’altra neuroscienziata, Hana Ros.
"Inoltre immagini e metafore da sempre
sono essenziali nella divulgazione
scientifica. Quindi credo che il fumetto
sia il mezzo ideale per visualizzare
argomenti complessi come quelli
scientifici.

Veronica Turner
is your mother.
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I found out what
happened to you, N3well…

But
I…

No one can be perfect, N3well…
Much less a creation made by human beings,
imperfect by definition.

it’s not your fault, honey.
it’s not your fault, you just have to
try to do your best.

And doing your
best, in a world
like ours, is a lot.
The humans who
programmed you
should have told
you that.

Never take on all the
wrongs and weight of the
world…

MEN, WOMEN
AND MACHINES
AIxIA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

The Italian Association for Artificial Intelligence (AIxIA) is a nonprofit scientific organization founded in 1988 which promotes the
research and use of Artificial Intelligence. Its first president was
Luigia Carlucci Aiello.
AIxIA is also a member of the European Association for Artificial
Intelligence (EurAI), which was founded in 1982 to represent the AI
community in Europe.
In addition to organizing scholarly events for members and industry
events (such as the AI Forum), in recent years the Association has
taken on the task of spreading the discipline’s knowledge to the
public, especially young people.
It is important for everyone to be aware of the impact that the
advent of these new tools has on society, the economy, democracy,
and the environment in order to direct their application toward
positive, non-dystopian uses.
We’re excited to have collaborated on a comic about Artificial
Intelligence—it’s an innovative way of sharing knowledge on the
subject, in line with our efforts to encourage people to reflect on
what we want to achieve with machines endowed with intelligence
and autonomy.
We consider it essential to pave the way toward a world where
humans and machines work together for the common good.
Without Artificial Intelligence, humanity will have trouble solving
the great problems of our age; without the cooperation of men and
women, machines risk breaking down.
Just as happens to N3well.
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